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With recent legislation changes being rolled out across EU Member States, it has never been more important for 
companies to ensure compliance of their business travellers across Europe. Depending on the type, duration and 
location of activities being performed, new country registrations may be required in advance of travel.

Non-compliance with these regulations can result in fines in the millions of Euros for employers, with employee fines 
and potential sanctions also likely to occur.

PwC’s pre-travel assessment tool, myTrips, automatically assesses whether registrations are required, based on 
the travel data and activities that the individuals will be performing. myTrips is available 24/7 and is both laptop 
and mobile‑friendly.
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A pre-travel assessment tool designed to support:
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Through a fully automated process, myTrips will provide:

• PWD registration requirements for every business trip

• Activity mapping & threshold analysis

• A simple, easy to use platform for travellers, with clear advice on the 
compliance requirements associate with their travel

• Ability to link with travel data & HR platforms, as well as manual 
input of trips by users

• Fully modular platform - ability to monitor other areas of compliance 
(eg. Immigration, Permanent Establishment, Social Security, 
Employment Taxes)
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